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Consistency When sentences, ideas, and details fit together clearly, readers can easily follow them, and writing is consistent. Ideas come together seamlessly and clearly. You can use the methods listed here to determine the links that readers need. It should be noted that good authors use a combination of these methods. Do not rely on any single method and abuse them – especially transitional words. This helps you focus your ideas and keep the reader on track. Example: The problem with contemporary art is that it is not easily
understood by most people. Contemporary art is deliberately abstract, and that means it leaves the viewer wondering what he's looking at. Synonyms are words that have essentially the same meaning, and provide a certain variety in word choices, helping the reader focus on the ideas discussed. Example: Myths tell sacred stories and explain sacred origins. These traditional narratives are, in short, a set of beliefs that are a very real force in the lives of the people who tell them. That, you, they, she, she, they and we are useful pronouns to
refer to something previously mentioned. However, make sure that what you are referring to is clear. Example: When scientific experiments do not work as expected, they are often considered failures until another scientist tries them again. Those who work out better for the second time are the ones who promise the most rewards. There are many words in English that cue our readers into the relationship between sentences by combining sentences together. Below is a table of transition words. You will find there a list of words, such as,
however, in addition, also, but, moreover, etc. Example: I like autumn, and yet autumn is a sad wedding of the year. The leaves become bright shades of red, and the weather is mild, but I can't stop thinking ahead to winter and the ice storms that will surely translate here. Also, that will season chapped faces, too many layers of clothes to put on, and days when I'll have to shovel piles of snow from the windshield of my car. Note that transition words have meaning and are not used only at the beginning of sentences. They can also be used
to show relationships between different parts of the same sentence. As mentioned above, they send readers the relationship between sentences/clauses. If you use the wrong transition word, then you confuse the reader. It would be better if you did not use any transitional word, not a bad one. In addition, you do not need a transitional word at the beginning of each sentence. Good writers rarely use them because they achieve consistency using other techniques. Many students abuse transitional words. Your instructor will guide you on what
problems you may have with transitions. Sometimes repeated or sentence patterns can be follow them and hold ideas with you. Example: (from President John F. Kennedy's speech) And yes, my fellow Americans: don't ask what your country can do for you - ask what you can do for your country. Much of the above information was obtained from Purdue University. Details below. This page is located in Copyright ©1995-2002 by OWL at Purdue University and Purdue University. All rights reserved. Transient words Consistent devices are
words used to show how different parts of text fit together. In other words, they create consistency. Some examples of consistent devices include determiners and pronouns that may refer to earlier words of conjunctions and e-words, which can make the relationship between words clear with an ellipse of expected words. Julia's dad bought her a football. Football was the way to go! [determiner; sends us back to a particular football] Joe received a bike for Christmas. He really liked it. [pronouns refer to Joe and the bike] We will shop before
we go to the park. [conjunction; makes the time relationship clear] I'm afraid we'll have to wait for the next train. In the meantime, we could have had a cup of tea. [e-time; refers to waiting time] Where are you going? [_] To school! [ellipses of expected words I'm going through; it links the answer back to the question] Nc glossary consistency refers to grammatical relationships that exist in text between words, phrases, etc. When we talk only about semantic links, i.e. tading links, we talk about consistency. Here we focus on consistency. But
before we do this, consider the following passage: The sun shines. Who is your neighbor? I left the laundry in the machine. No doubt she will succeed. » Speakers and writers often use different structures and devices to mark their arguments. These signposts combine what they say with what they said before and what they are going to say. The structure of discourse is a term used to describe how the entire text is organization – for example, how language is used in a line, in a newspaper article, or in a speech intended for reading aloud. »
Englicious contains many english resources in schools, but the vast majority of them require registration and logging in first. For more information, see What is Englicious? Consistent devices, sometimes called links to words, hyphens, hyphens, discourse tags, or transition words. Consistent devices are words or phrases that show the relationship between paragraphs or sections of text or speech. Consistent devices are words such as For example, In conclusion, however, and moreover. Let's look at these two examples below: Netflix has a
lot of movies and shows and it's only 9 it's natural, but it's expensive. As the see in the sentences above, and used to add something to the previous statement, In the second sentence, we see how something positive and negative is said about the holidays. We know this because the word, but it is used to contrast ideas. What are some examples of consistent devices? There are many examples of consistent devices that can be grouped by category. So if you want to show similarity, you can use consistent devices such as: iRalko
alsoIdenticallytooAlso if you want to enter an element from the series, you can use: First ThenIn the first placeIn additionIn second placeFinally, if you want to compare, you can use consistent devices such as: But howeverBy comparisonCleaning as opposed to highlighting, you can use consistent devices such as: In factCertainlyAbsolutelyObviouslyWithout any doubtDefinitely If you need a complete list of consistent devices, look at my full list of consistent devices by category What are the different types of consistency? Consistency is a
grammatical and lexical combination in a text or sentence that holds the text together and gives it meaning. There are two main types of consistency, grammatical consistency and lexical consistency. Grammatical consistency, based on structural content.lexical consistency, is based on lexical content and background knowledge Methods of consistency with examples These are methods of consistency, their definitions and examples: #1 Anaphoric anaphoric reference means that the word in the text refers to other ideas in the text for its
meaning.  For example: I left Jo on Sunday. She looked horrible.' She clearly refers to Jo, there is no need to repeat her name.  #2 Cataphoric References Cataphoric reference means that the word in the text refers to another later in the text and you have to wait to understand for example: When he arrived, John noticed that the door was open. #3 Exophoric Reference Exophoric reference refers to an idea outside the text. This is a reference to the world knowledge shared by the reader Example Premier quickly responded to the threat.
Here we are expected to know who Prime Minister #4 the tense agreement strained the agreement refers to the way writers use the times to make the text hang together Example She knew then that ... found her letter is the logical end of the sentence. We are not surprised to see the perfect past after a simple past in a narrative sentence. #5 Linkers Linkers refers to words or phrases that describe the relationship between ideas in the example text and so primarily #6 Substitution or Ellipsis refers to eplacing words, or leaving them- thus
writers reduce repetition in the text Example Now we finish our essays. I know you want to go out, but before you can do it, please do this avoids repeating yourself go out. Instead of repeating the end of our essays our essays are removed from the sentence Interested in Learning More? Here are some other resources related to Teaching English and Learning Check out these writing teaching resources Here's a list of words and phrases used as a consistent device: CoordinatorPairedSubordinatingTransitionsPrep. The expression IZar... i--
- In additionIn addition, not only ... but (also)Next moreAs wellN or ... norBesides * Beyond * What's moreApart zAlsoAside zOn top thisMoremoremoreMoreIndeed Examples: Both / not only protein and / but also vitamins are essential for young children. The film was neither well made nor well made. I can play the piano in addition to the guitar. CoordinatorPairedSubordinatingTransitionsPrep. Expression, but---It belongs, althoughAssolutedEst, likeNonethelessIn despiteNotwithstandingYet, even soIt does not matter , but the word
questionNeverthelessRegardless ofHowever + adj./adv. StillNotwithstandingAdj./adv. + Though/asNotwithstanding Examples: Although he is very intelligent, he cannot pass his English class. No matter how smart you are, don't underestimate your opponents. He's very intelligent, but he doesn't respect his friends. Regardless of age, anyone can ride this ride. CoordinatorPairedSubordinatingTransitionsPrep. PhraseBut---WhileOn contraryUnlikeYetWhereasIn contrastW contrast toOn the other sideContrary againstConverselyAs as opposed
toContrarilyWhile / whereas examples: winters are very wet here; while the years are very dry. Yesterday it was very hot, unlike this, today it is very cold. Today it is cold and windy, on the other hand, it does not rain. CoordinatorPairedSubordinatingTransitionsPrep. Expression---So/such ... --- Therefore, as a result, as a result, is a consequence: henceConsequentlyAs consequence of thisProfessional waiting hunting whales in large numbersCausesleads toresults inis result foris responsible for the danger of their
extinctionEffectCauseWhales facing extinction is the result of ofis due to it is a consequence of the outpouring of hunting on them in large numbers For example: As a result of a growing population, people now have to deal with heavy traffic. It was such a great video that I watched it three times. The basketball team's introduction of a talented young player resulted in winning more games. CoordinatorPairedSubordinatingTransitionsPrep. The ------Asssives that ---To order thatTofor purpose, thatfor destinySo as for example: I talked to a shy
girl for this purpose, that she would not feel isolated. We all spoke in quiet voices for fear of waking up the child. She went to her husband's office to see him. similarly compared to what I can speak in Spanish; my brother can speak Spanish. first (ly) finally in the first placethen concludeto beginnextI loved England a lot. First I loved his museums. Secondly, I loved his people. In the end, I fell in love with his tourist attractions. for example, examples such asas followsnamely like small animals such as cats and birds. In general, in most casesin
most of the time on the whole in general, people do not like to get up early. You are here: &gt;&gt; Home &gt;&gt; English Grammar Lessons &gt;&gt; Cohesive Devices
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